Conﬁdence to Get Visible
Facing Your Inner Critic
This next section of the workbook is designed to help you take note of the kinds of
comments, remarks and repetitive limitations that your Inner Critic sends your way.
By becoming aware of what these sabotaging comments are, and when they are
likely to occur, you can begin to diminish their intensity and the power behind the
Inner Critic’s intentions to sabotage your dreams, hopes and wishes.This is
particularly crucial as you up level your business, as past conditioning can make it
easy for self-sabotage to occur.
Once you can clearly recognise the power of the Inner Critic, and the speciﬁc
negative thoughts which do not serve in any way to improve your life and your
mental and emotional well-being, then you can choose to have better, more
empowering thoughts instead, leaving you free to be more conﬁdent, capable and
to achieve the success you want for your business. Oh, and a lot happier and less
stressed too.
Have you ever noticed that just when you want to feel your most conﬁdent, a little
voice in your head is ready to remind you, in an unkind way that you’re not conﬁdent
and that you’re not capable? How many times have you felt like there was
something holding you back from what you wanted to have? Have you seen other
people go on to achieve things that you desire for yourself, but can’t see yourself
doing, because you get caught up in a vision of dreams not working out for you,
running visual scenarios of disaster through your mind?
You are not alone. Most of us have some kind of internal dialogue with ourselves,
between the part of us that wants to achieve, create and be free and the part of us
that is scared, fearful and wants to us to stay small, safe and protected (even if our
current life is not satisfying us or making us happy).
This voice is your Inner Critic. It is the ﬁrst to warn you that you are not capable, that
you are foolish, that you are stupid, that your plans for your business are ridiculous.
The cruel way in which this part of ourselves speaks about our abilities can be
severely limiting if you choose to give it your full attention. As I said earlier, every
day you have around 60 000 thoughts, with the vast majority are literally you
repeating to yourself almost identical things today as you did yesterday.
Now, in terms of day to day life this can be extremely useful. Imagine if you had to
relearn and be conscious of how to drive the can every time you sat behind the
wheel. It would be exhausting. What if you had to think through every procedure
involved in getting up, dressed and out of the house every single time? You just
wouldn’t go anywhere fast. You would be depleted of energy, and have used up
precious brain power. Instead the mind cleverly creates habitual patterns of
behaviour. What is important for us in this exercise though, is that the mind also
creates habitual patterns of thought.
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We have become so used to the sound of the Inner Critic, spewing on repeat
negative, damaging comments about our abilities and capabilities, about our
failures and limitations, reminding us of all the times we have messed up, that we
don’t always notice it is even there.
Today, you’re going to acknowledge your Inner Critic and the things it tries to tell
you. In doing so, you can make new choices about what you listen to, and how
much inﬂuence that voice has over your life.
Take a moment of two to think, with your eyes closed about the critical voice inside
your head. Notice if they look like anyone you know, if they appear on one side of
your body (in your mind’s eye), and what they are doing.
Are they dressed in a particular way?
Is there anything you can observe about their posture?
Are there any features that are exaggerated?
Are they human, animal, cartoon or something other?
Really focus on the information that you have stored internally about this critical,
negative part of you.
Our unconscious minds store all sorts of experiences and concepts in terms of
pictures, images, sounds, feelings, both as emotions and as actual physical
sensations in the body, associations and metaphors. You will probably
have a strong image or sensation about your Inner Critic, even if you have never
considered them before.
Jot down answers to the following:
My Inner Critic looks like...
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They remind me of...

In my mind, they are located…

I notice that they are doing the following...
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Close your eyes again, and this time notice if the Inner Critic has a voice that
reminds you of someone you recognise, or a particular tone that feels familiar. What
kind of language does your Inner Critic use?

Notice if it starts to tell you that this exercise is ridiculous, or a waste of time. You
Inner Critic isn’t keen on change or moving in a positive direction! Keep on going
regardless.
My Inner Critic sounds like…

The tone of voice is…..
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Now repeat the exercise with your eyes closed, focusing this time on the feelings
within your body that the Inner Critic, and your associations with listening to it,
create in you.
Where in your body is your Inner Critic located?

What is the shape and intensity of that feeling?

Now, as you focus on you Inner Critic, take a moment to ask it what its purpose is,
what is its highest intention for you?
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What is it trying to do? And why?

My Inner Critic’s purpose is…

What it wants for me is…
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Wouldn’t it be great to reassure it that it has done a good job so far, but that you no
longer need that protection? Can you see how it may have helped you in some
ways?

Having an understanding of where this voice of negativity and criticism comes
from, and what it is trying to achieve, can go a long way towards unravelling how
much it inﬂuences your actions and decisions from now on.
Take the journal writing that you’ve done throughout this course, and with a
highlighter, mark up every single occasion, comment or inference that you are
lacking in some way. For example if you have written, ‘I’m so stupid’, or ‘I always
mess up’, or ‘I’m rubbish at…’, or ‘Why do I always….?’.
Some days you may have none of these types of self-criticism, other days your
writing will be full of them. It doesn’t matter - just highlight all of them. You may be
surprised at how many there are, and the regularity with which they appear.
On the next page of this workbook, write out each of these negative statements.
If you have duplicates there is no need to write them out again. Just identify what
these limiting thoughts that the Inner Critic has been reminding you of over and
over again.
It is probably not a pleasant list to read, and if you were to believe your Inner Critic,
then you would probably feel unable to make anything good happen in your life.
However, you have the ability to choose which thoughts you give attention to, and
this is your opportunity to change how you feel about yourself.
i
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List of self-sabotaging statements or implications I have made about myself in my
journal. The negative comments my Inner Critic wants me to believe and that have
revealed themselves to me in my writing and my thoughts:
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For every sentence on your list, write out the opposite of it, as a positive statement
about yourself and your abilities. These are your positive self-beliefs.
For example:
I’m stupid
becomes
I AM CAPABLE AND I AM INTELLIGENT
I’m rubbish at remembering to do everything
becomes
I HAVE A FANTASTIC MEMORY AND I AM DOING A GREAT JOB
I always mess up
becomes
I OFTEN DO THINGS RIGHT AND I AM OPEN TO LEARNING AND GROWING
WHEN THINGS DO NOT GO THE WAY I HOPED.
The positive self-belief statements I choose to focus on instead:
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The positive self-belief statements I choose to focus on instead (continued)

Keep this list, and add to it whenever a new positive thought about yourself that
you can choose to have (which would be of more beneﬁt to you than the critical,
limiting remarks of your Inner Critic) occurs to you. This set of statements can
become your mantras, and your quick, easy way to build your conﬁdence and selfesteem every time you notice the Inner Critic rear its ugly head! Look at this list
often, and make it a part of your daily routine to give you maximum advantage in
changing your business.
i
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Self-sabotage.
Throughout this course we’ve been establishing the thoughts that keep you limiting
yourself out of habitual patterns and processes. In terms of your business, I’d like to
address the speciﬁc ways you hold yourself back.
List them all below.
The actions I had not been taking are:

These damage my business and my professional sense of self in the following
ways:
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I have limited my income as a result of:

I have limited my impact and inﬂuence by:
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I see now that I have a choice to act diﬀerently, and I choose the following
behaviour to support and grow my business:

I know that I deserve impact, inﬂuence and income because:
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I will know that I have achieved the success I desire when …

The speciﬁc actions I will now take to increase my visibility are:
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The habitual actions I will take on a daily basis include:

My biggest realisation since starting this course has been:

